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VICTOR DEL TORO
General Manager | Paxton San Antonio

As the General Manager of Paxton  San 
Antonio, I want to thank you for visiting 
our website and I would like to extend to 
you an invitation to tour our facility. You 
will experience firsthand, our company’s 
commitment to excellence and what the 
Paxton Advantage is all about. You will see 
our production facilities and discover the 
broad selection of product that’s immediately 
available to you and meet the people that 
fulfill the Paxton Advantage. I am confident 
that you will leave here feeling completely 
assured that you are dealing with the best 
vendor possible. 

I would be glad to hear from you anytime!

Please call 210-653-9663 
or email me at victord@paxtonwood.com
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DECORATIVE
SURFACES
ARE USED
EVERYWHERE!

Today, residential and 
commercial interior designers 
have available to them a 
broader range than ever before 
of decorative surfaces and 
use them to create innovative, 
emotive and functional interiors.

Decorative surfaces are used on virtually every 
type of exposed surface be it kitchen, bath and 
storage cabinets, office or residential furniture, 
and increasingly on feature walls, all of which 
combine to create the desired living or work 
environment. Our surfaces are available in 
natural wood, reclaimed wood, and composite or 
synthetic. Synthetics may be deeply embossed 
to provide textures that mimic mother nature or 
satiny smooth or high gloss to reflect light and 
enhance color.

Our decorative surfaces address a broad range 
of criteria important to designers and end-
users: design, color, surface texture, quality, 
functionality, and durability. Material cost and life 
cycle costs are also a factor in determining which 
material is best suited for an application.
A final and very important consideration is 
the very reliable suppliers standing behind our 
products ensuring the timely supply of top quality 
and consistent materials.

We invite you to review our decorative surfaces 
collection and encourage you to meet with our very 
knowledgeable staff to discuss all supply options.
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Count on Paxton to deliver precisely 
engineered cabinets with your choice of 
traditional or contemporary door styles along 
with an extensive assortment of Rev-A-Shelf 
accessories. All our products are engineered 
from high quality materials and backed by 
comprehensive product warranties.

CLICK TO VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW BROCHURE

You provide the space, 
and we’ll provide 
all the cabinet and 
accessory solutions 
you need to get the job 
done right.

COMPREHENSIVE REV-A-SHELF 
HARDWARE PROGRAM

OVER 1000 DIFFERENT CABINET 
ACCESSORY OPTIONS

BOTH CONTEMPORARY AND 
TRADITIONAL DOOR STYLES

WHEN
YOU NEED
CABINETS
YOU NEED KCD!

https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1706044982/Suppliers/Kitchen_Cabinet_Distributors/Documents/Brochures/Paxton_KCD_Product_Catalog_San_Antonio.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1706044451/Suppliers/Rev-a-Shelf/Documents/Brochures/Rev-A-Shelf_Cabinet_Accessory_Guide_Paxton_SA.pdf
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ARCHITECTURAL
DECOR PANELS

Walnut Quilted Maple Mahogany Sapele

EDGEBANDING
AVAILABLE

EDGEBANDING
AVAILABLE

EDGEBANDING
AVAILABLE

Rift and quartered white oak, walnut, red oak and 
sapele
Plain sliced white oak, walnut, cherry, maple, red oak, 
sapele and mahogany
Additional species available with flitch matching 
methods
3/4”, 1/2”, 3/8”, 1/4”
48.5” x 96.5” and 48.5” x 120.5” on MDF

The most scratch resistant high-gloss surface available
Impeccable surface consistency with acrylic high gloss
Color richness that enhances depth and clarity
Ordered as gloss 2 sided or 1 sided with melamine back
Protective peel coat to protect finish
All colors available in laser edgebanded components
Edgeband available in matching mirror gloss or “V-edge” 
two-tone
3/4” 49”x97” on MDF – all colors in stock 1 and 2 sided
FSC® certified available on request

Reconstituted veneer - consistency from sheet to sheet
Multiple veneer options available with a variety of 
backers or substrates
All veneers available for prompt shipment –
49.6” x 97.6” and 49.6” x 122”
6 wood grains available 2 sided on MDF for immediate 
shipment 3/4” 48.5” x 96.5”
Qtr’d Teak, Slate, Sandstone, Qtr’d Walnut, Rift White 
Oak and Qtr’d African
0.6mm and 2mm edgeband available
FSC® certified available on request

Acrylic UltraMatte
Incredibly smooth and soft to the touch to create
a subtle elegance
Superior hardcoat protection for excellent scratch
and chemical resistance
Protective peel coat to protect finish
Available in laser edgebanded components
FSC® certified available on request

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

ECHO WOOD 
BINDER

Beige Yellow Corsa Red Orange

BeigePebble StoneBlack
Qtr. CherryRiver Pine Mountain 

Walnut
Desert Acacia

https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1626203610/Suppliers/HDI/Echo_Wood/Documents/Brochures/Echo_Wood_RWV_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1666801686/Suppliers/Premier_EuroCase/UltraMatte/Documents/Brochures/PE_Reflekt_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1666801686/Suppliers/Premier_EuroCase/UltraMatte/Documents/Brochures/PE_UltraMatte_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
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CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

Thin MDF Natural Standard

Guararapes THIN MDF is characterized by the lower
sheet thicknesses. Similar to Standard MDF, it has
an excellent surface quality, homogeneous color,
and accepts virtually any type of finish. The product
widely used in drawers and furniture bottoms for both
residential and commercial applications. It is also used
in the manufacture of robust panels (semi-hollow) in the
construction industry, as well as numerous applications
including wall coverings and door skins.

Delivering value and durability in a variety of 
commercial and residential applications with a broad 
selection of rich wood grains, contemporary abstracts, 
and solid colors, Duramine® Thermally Fused Laminate 
provides a wide range of design options and the 
versatility of decorative composite panels for furniture, 
cabinetry, casework, and fixtures.

Formed by covering an MDF core with decorative 
paper, our Melamine Faced MDF | TFL is suitable for 
high-quality furniture and interior design projects. The 
core of the material is composed of wood fibers, giving 
a high density and stability, which makes it excellent 
for processing. It is available in various thicknesses, 
designs  and decorative finishes on one or both sides.

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

TRADITIONAL LINE
Designed to provide a mixture of warm colors of wood 
and solid colors, to dress warmly and design the 
environments according to the taste of each client.

All our traditional line can be applied to any of our 
textures, obtaining a wide variety of melamine models.

Mahogany TexSweet Maple Fresh Walnut Mambo PineSolid Maple

WOODGRAIN COLORS

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1635257972/Suppliers/Guararapes/Documents/Brochures/guararapes_brochure_canada_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1703091424/Suppliers/Kronospan/Documents/Brochures/Kronospan_Product_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1660707779/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/Duramine/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_Duramine_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1635257840/Suppliers/Melaminetex/Documents/Brochures/Melaminetex_Catalog_2020_Paxton.pdf
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PARTICLEBOARD
Core Type: M2
Properties Available: Fire Rated: Class “A” or Class “1” 
Moisture Resistant: MR50
Resin Type: NAUF, NAF, ULEF
Certifications: CARB2, FSC® available on request
Thickness Range: 3/8” to 1-1/4” on standard panels,
1-3/4” on Door Core
Panel Sizes: 31” x 97” to 5’ x 12’
TSCA Title VI compliant

MEDIUM DENSITY
FIBERBOARD

Available Core Densities: ULDF, MDF, HDF
Properties Available: Fire Rated: Class “A” or Class “1”
Moisture Resistant: MR50
Certifications: CARB2, FSC® available on request
Resin Types: NAUF, NAF, ULEF
Thickness Range: 1/8” to 1-3/4”
Panel Size Range: 4’ x 6’ up to 5’ x 18’
TSCA Title VI compliant

HARDWOOD PLYWOOD
Available Cores: VC, PB, MDF, LDF, HDF, and
Combi-Cores
Properties Available: Class A or 1 FR and MR
Finish: Raw or Prefinished 1 or 2 sides
Certifications: CARB 2, FSC® available on request
Resin Types: ULEF, NAUF, NAF, Phenolic
Thickness Range: 1/8” to 1-1/2”
Panels Size Range: 5’ x 5’ to 5’ x 12’
TSCA Title VI compliant

OPEN BROCHURE

OPEN BROCHURE

OPEN BROCHURE

OPEN BROCHUREOPEN BROCHURE

OPEN BROCHURE OPEN BROCHURE

READY TO USE
COMPONENTS

BUTCHER BLOCK 
COUNTERTOP AND 
WORK SURFACES

Maple, walnut, cherry, maple, birch and many others
Options: Prefinished with hand rubbed oil or Durakryl 
102 food-safe finish

https://paxtonwood.com/brochures/WEYERHAEUSER-Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1703091424/Suppliers/Kronospan/Documents/Brochures/Kronospan_Product_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1703259474/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/MDF/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_MDF_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1686063457/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/SkyPly/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_SkyPly_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1649793211/Suppliers/Murphy_Plywood/Documents/Brochures/Murphy-Plywood-Brochure-Paxton.pdf
https://paxtonwood.com/brochures/Roseburg-Particleboard-SkyBlend_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1703091424/Suppliers/Kronospan/Documents/Brochures/Kronospan_Product_Brochure_Paxton.pdf
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At Pride Decor, we provide one of the largest selection 
of Cabinets Hardware and we meticulously refresh 
your kitchen cabinets with new & trending cabinet 
knobs, pulls and hinges. We are pleased to handle
with the same agility all sizes of projects, from tens
of pieces per job to the tens of thousands per job,
with the most creative designs and well-priced values.
Our extensive products include cabinet handles & 
knobs with elegant designs, functional hardware that 
exceeds industry required performance, organization 
in the kitchen and the finest hand carved architectural 
wood to accent America’s home.

10 mil Paperback veneers in stock
Custom Lay-ups on several core options
Architectural Grade panels
Custom matching & sequencing
Over 100 species, cuts & figured veneers available
4’x 8’ , 4’ x 10’, 4 ‘ x 12’, 5’ x 8’, 5’ x 10’
Edgebanding to match

CABINET GRADE PLYWOOD
Directly sourced and imported
Inspected by our staff which ensures consistent 
performance and value
Acacia/Eucalyptus veneer core provides flat
and stable panels
Thickness tolerance +/-0.5mm
Moisture content under 14%
TSCA tested and certified

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO
VIEW BROCHURE

https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1686156240/Suppliers/HDI/Cabinet_Grade_Plywood/Documents/Brochures/Cabinet_Grade_Plywood_Flyer_Paxton.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1706044499/Suppliers/Pride_Industrial/Decorative_Hardware/Documents/Brochures/Pride_Industrial_Decorative_Hardware_Product_Catalog_Paxton_SA.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1706044548/Suppliers/Pride_Industrial/Functional_Hardware/Documents/Brochures/Pride_Industrial_Functional_Hardware_Product_Catalog_Paxton_SA.pdf
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ASK FOR OUR 
MOULDING CATALOG

EXTENSIVE SELECTION 
OF DOMESTIC AND 
IMPORTED LUMBER

In-house milling service: Surface 2 sides, 
straight-line rip 1 & 2 edges, sanding
Over 80 species/cut combinations available
4/4 - 16/4 thicknesses available

HARDWOOD 
AND 
SOFTWOOD 
LUMBER 
ITEMS

Paxton’s modern
equipment and
experienced mill staff 
create beautifully crafted 
mouldings quickly and
cost effectively.

ARCHITECTURAL MOULDINGS

PLANING

GANG RIPPING

INVENTORY

SANDING

Custom millwork is our specialty. From traditional 
baseboard and casing to custom architectural profiles, 
our experienced personnel are able to produce 
mouldings in almost any hardwood or softwood species.

Our planer combines two machines and operations: a 
Facing Planer and a Surface Planer.  This allows Paxton 
to plane both sides of lumber, reducing it to a uniform 
thickness while removing the warps and twist in most 
boards 10’ and shorter.

Customers with moulding capabilities can benefit from 
our gang rip service.  Blanks ripped to width tolerance, 
with square clean edges are also an economical 
substitute when short runs of S4S are needed.

We stock millions of dollars of product that is 
immediately available. Let our warehouse  be an 
extension of your business.

Custom or Stock Mouldings
Profile Sanding
Flat Sanding

BASE MOULDINGS

CROWN MOULDINGS

DOMEST IC  SPEC IES :  HARDWOOD

IMPORTED  SPEC IES :  HARDWOOD

Alder Ash Beech - American Birch Birch - Red Birch - White

Purpleheart Sapele ZebrawoodTeakPadauk WengeLacewood Mahogany - 
African

Oak - Red,
Rift & QTR

Maple - Western

https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1641823212/Paxton/Documents/Brochures/Paxton_Mouldings_Catalog_San_Antonio.pdf
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PAXTON
SAN ANTONIO 
WILL CALL

We are ready 
to serve you, 
Hope to see 
you soon!

10001 Osgood
San Antonio, TX 78233

210-653-9663

8 am – 4 pm

OPERATION HOURS:
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